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1.

The grass was still wet from the night's rain and the early morning dew. 
Garet looked east. The sun was just rising. He knelt and prayed silently to 
himself. When he rose, Blas was up and collecting the kit. There would be no 
meal this morning.

The horses had been a good idea. Garet had stolen them from a farm on 
their second day out. But they had lost them a couple of weeks ago in a bad 
storm. Garet looked west now, trying for just a hint of a walking figure. Nothing. 
The horses had allowed them to gain considerable distance, but they were still a 
day or two behind.

"Ready, Garet?" asked Blas quietly. He had looked at Garet's face and 
didn't like what he saw. Anger and hatred? They had been there for the last 
couple of years. What the young Seeker had just seen now was something 
worse. Something dangerous.

There was bloodlust in Garet's eyes.

Garet did not answer. He stared west another moment with his gray-blue 
eyes and then began to walk. Blas picked up the kit and followed.

Blas Trevor had always known he would one day be a Ranger. What he 
had dreamed and hoped for was that he would be mentored by Ranger Logan. 
No one knew where Logan came from; they only knew that he had been around 
a long time and that he was not like anyone they had ever known. He could 
shoot his guns as sure as lightning; but moreover, he could fight with his hands 
and feet like the secretive Darkies of the Far East. It was something Logan called 
Ju-Ju, and Blas and Garet had been taught the intricate maneuvers. The source of 
the fighting style was a mystery, much like Logan himself. He often joked that he 
was going to "use some Ju-Ju" on someone if the person didn't relax. Neither 
Garet nor Logan saw any humor in this. But it certainly made Ranger Logan 
laugh.

Blas applied to the School of Rangers at Sand-and-Stone, one of the last 
remaining modern cities from the Elder Days, now the capital of the Ranger 
Republic. He had been eight years old. He passed his Rights and Review and 
was made a Seeker. He had been paired with Seeker Allan and the two of them 
had been mentored by Ranger William. But after only six months of orientation, 
Allan and William had been killed in a fire at the Stables at Sand-and-Stone. 
Blas had gone to the Ranger Council for reassignment. He was put with a new 
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partner, Garet Jackson, and assigned to a new mentor: Ranger Logan, the 
Legend.

Blas smiled. He had caught up with Garet. Although six months his junior, 
Garet was impressive. He had something in his blood that made all the Ranger 
training seem like a refresher course for an immortal warrior. Garet was a tall 
young man, over six feet, and he was built well. He looked about 190 pounds of 
pure muscle. He wore a faded blue button-down shirt, black denim trousers and 
black leather walking boots. On his head was a traditional gray Ranger hat. At 
his hips were a pair of Ruger .454 Casull Magnum single-action revolvers that 
he had been awarded at the Centrum, the half-way point of a Seeker's training. 
That was the middle of his fourteenth year, or fifth year of training, where things 
turn from academic to practical and he is given his first pair of guns. But his eyes 
were the most striking thing about him and drew an admirer's gaze. They were a 
bright steel blue, his eyes, and the look in them was keen and intelligent. He 
had the look of someone who had seen everything and done everything. And 
these days he also bore the look of a trained killer.

"Until nine or so," Garet said out of the silence. He never said much of 
anything anymore. Ever since he had challenged Logan, he had been tense and 
somber.

Blas said nothing for a moment. They walked in silence, side by side.

"It's going to be another hot one," Blas said finally. When Garet did not 
reply, Blas went on. "Probably rain again tonight." Blas adjusted the rucksack 
that hung over one shoulder. "It rains every night though, so it won't be anything 
new." Garet grunted. "Thank the Sun we've got Goresacks." Garet picked up the 
pace a little. Blas skipped to catch up.

By midday they had crossed the last of the plains and the grass gave way 
to rocks and sand. Before sunset they thought they could see the mountains in 
the distance. They had been told that long ago this land had been covered in 
grassland and farms and trees. It was hard to imagine that now.

"It could be only storm clouds," Blas said. In the fading light it was hard to 
tell. "Mountains or not, it's probably going to rain."

Around nine o'clock Garet found a small pool of water hidden under 
some large boulders. The tracks they had been following for three weeks led 
them to it.
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Blas rolled out the sleepsacks while Garet tested the water. It was entirely 
possible that Logan had poisoned it. There were always obstacles for the young 
Seekers. Failure to overcome the obstacles meant death. There was no such thing 
as a failed Seeker. Only a dead one. If a Seeker left the Journey, he was hunted 
down and killed.

Garet held up the small glass vial for Blas to see. The liquid in it was dark, 
almost black. Logan had poisoned the water. Blas frowned. Garet smiled. It 
began to rain. By the time they had eaten--bread, rice, dried and salted fish--it 
was pouring. The two Seekers climbed into their waterproof sleepsacks and fell 
immediately to sleep.

Garet awoke sometime in the very early morning. He did not know why, 
but he felt that he must have heard something. The rain had stopped. He held 
one generations-old revolver in his right hand outside the sleepsack. He lay 
perfectly still, his breathing very calm. He could just hear Blas breathing to his 
left. At the beginning, Blas had been a snorer, but Logan had quickly cured him 
of that, pouring water in his mouth for a week until Blas had finally learned to 
control his breathing subconsciously while he slept.

What he had heard, Garet realized as he lay thinking, was the crunching 
together of small pebbles. After fifteen minutes he heard the sound again. It had 
to be something relatively large, judging by the noise it made. And cautious, 
judging by the time between sounds. Garet rolled quietly to his left and tapped 
the barrel of his pistol on Blas's toes. He looked at his partner's face and 
realized that he had been awake for some time. Blas nodded and showed Garet 
the .44 Dragoon revolver in his hand. Together, they waited.

The crunching sound came again. This time it was behind Garet. He 
craned his head back, but could see nothing beyond the large rock behind him. 
He turned back to watch Blas, who could see better.

When the next crunch came, Garet could tell by Blas's expression that 
Blas could see something. The metallic noise from Blas's gun as he cocked the 
hammer was like a peal of thunder in the silence. His voice seemed quiet, 
almost a whisper, compared to it.

"Stop right there," he said. There was a sharp intake of breath as the 
surprised noise-maker reacted to Blas's words. In an instant, both Seekers were 
out of their sleepsacks, crouched low, their guns trained on the source of the 
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crunching sound.

There was hardly any light. The rain had stopped, but the dark clouds 
remained, blotting out the moon and stars. Garet could make out a darker 
shadow that was probably a man.

"Make yourself known," Garet said, using the formal Ranger challenge.

"Thank the rain!" the darker shadow said. "A Ranger!" He began to move 
toward them. "I thought I was going to be killed by a bandito."

"Stand fast," Blas said. The shadow stopped. He registered the difference 
in Blas's and Garet's voices.

"Two of you?" he said. "Seekers?" It wasn't really a question.

"Make yourself known," Garet repeated. The distinct sound of his cocking 
the hammer on his pistol echoed over the rocks.

"Wade Rollins," the shadow said. "Don't shoot...please." Though the 
Seekers couldn't see it, he put his hands in the air above his head. "I was only 
coming for water."

"Why were you so cautious?" Garet asked.

"There's beasts down here sometimes. All I've got is a knife. So I walk 
around real quiet to make sure it's safe," Wade said.

Blas stood up and walked toward the man. Garet remained where he was, 
covering his partner. This was just like the drills they had run through time and 
again.
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2.

Blas could not get his hands to move fast enough. Every time Garet rolled 
left, coming up into a crouch with both his guns drawn, Blas found himself in a 
prone position with only one pistol out. He couldn't seem to make the roll and 
come up into a crouch. He felt like perhaps he just wasn't rolling fast enough. 
Each time he tried it faster, trying to build more momentum. But each time he 
ended up sprawled out on his stomach, one gun drawn. The first time he had 
done this, Ranger Logan had laughed. But after a dozen such failures, the mood 
among the three of them was a little more subdued.

"Blas, you're not rolling in a ball. You need to tuck all those little boney 
spots on your body into a tight little circle." Logan was not reprimanding. He 
was instructing. He had probably the best teaching attitude of all the Rangers. 
When other Rangers were teaching their Seekers they often became agitated and 
spoke roughly with their students--or even tortured them. But Logan had been 
training Seekers for many years. At least six known pairs of Seekers had been 
tutored by Ranger Logan. And none had failed the Journey Trek. At nine years for 
each pair, that would mean that Ranger Logan had trained Seekers for at least 
fifty-four years. He looked no more than thirty. It was rumored that Logan had 
trained the very first Rangers. But that would make him hundreds of years old. At 
times, that did not seem so hard to believe. His skill was incredible.

Blas and Garet got back into position. They stood about a meter apart, 
their feet spread half that distance wide. This was what Logan called the First 
Position. It was from this position that a Ranger made every move. Blas had his 
hands hanging loosely at his sides; Garet had tucked his thumbs into his belt. 
Ranger Logan nodded.

"Make yourself known," Garet said in a voice that had become strong, 
deep and confident through their years of training with Logan. Logan smiled.

"John Wayne," he said with a chuckle. Logan used that name often in their 
training exercises. He even sometimes called the First Position the "John Wayne 
Stance," especially after Garet had taken to hooking his thumbs into his gun belt.

Logan began inching his hands down to the guns riding low on his hips. 
The smile was still on his lips.

"Stand fast," Blas said, his voice not quite as confident as Garet's had 
been. He was thinking ahead to the roll he would soon have to execute.
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"State your business," Garet said, his thumbs still stuffed casually into his 
belt. He was leaning back slightly and wore an amused expression on his 
suntanned face.

"Sure," Logan said. "I'll state my business." Like lightning, Logan simply 
dropped to one knee, bringing out both of his Colt .45 Peacemakers. He trained 
one on Blas and the other on Garet. Both Seekers were already moving. Garet 
rolled left, coming up into the familiar crouch, guns ready. This time he had 
changed the maneuver, however, and he came up into a different trajectory. 
Logan hadn’t followed the movement, having expected Garet to do the same 
thing he had been doing all day. As a result, Logan’s right-hand pistol was 
aiming at a tree about three meters away when he pulled the trigger. Had it been 
a real gunfight, he probably would have adjusted, but he was intently watching 
Blas, who, as it turned out, had perfectly executed the roll, drawn both guns and 
fired two rounds that hit Logan directly in the left knee and left hand, causing 
Logan to drop his pistol and fall onto his side. From ten meters, they were 
excellent shots—there had never been any question about Blas’s marksmanship.

Garet never fired a shot. He simply continued to wear his his now-familiar 
amused expression as he nodded at Blas. Blas smiled openly, happy to have 
finally gotten the maneuver down. He knew they would run through it many 
times before the sun went down, and then many times more in the dark.

“Damn, those things smart,” Logan said, standing up. The plastic bullets had 
left a bright red welt on the back of his hand where it broke the skin (there 
probably was a welt on his knee as well). He flexed his hand several times after 
retrieving his lost pistol and reholstering both. Garet still had his guns drawn, 
trained on Logan’s chest. Blas had reholstered his. In Garet’s eyes was the 
slightest hint of arrogance—Blas had noticed it before.

“Thus endeth the lesson,” Logan said. Garet twirled his pistols three times on 
his index fingers and dropped them into their holsters.

“Garet, that change in your roll was excellent. It saved your life. Some bad 
guys out there know how Rangers move in a gunfight and can anticipate your 
every move. So changing up like that will definitely save your skin someday.” He 
turned to Blas. “What can I say?” He chuckled softly. “Perfect. Absolutely 
perfect.” He paused, pushing his hat up off his forehead and rubbing the skin 
there. “And damn good shooting.” He bent down to rub his knee, wincing. “I’m 
not going to let you guys shoot me next time,” he promised. With that, Logan 
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stood back up straight, folded his arms across his chest and nodded solemnly. 
Garet and Blas went back to their positions, unknowingly imitating a movie star 
who had lived and died centuries before.
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3.

Blas put his pistols away and frisked the man named Wade Rollins. He found 
a hunting knife with a six-inch blade, an empty canteen, a bedroll and a two-
shot .32 caliber derringer.

“I thought you said you only had a knife,” Garet said when Blas had brought 
the man down to their camp and displayed what he had found. “This looks a lot 
like a pistol,” he said, holding the derringer between the thumb and forefingers 
of his right hand. They had lit a small brass candle lantern that bore the name 
“The North Face.” In the dim light they could see that Wade Rollins was a bout 
fifty, a little hefty around the middle and completely bald. He did not appear to 
present a threat, and Garet was convinced that his story was true and that the 
reason Wade had not mentioned the derringer was because he most likely did 
not have it registered.

“That little thing?” Wade said, rubbing his head with the palm of his left 
hand. “It’s so damned small I forgot I even had it with me.” He tried an innocent 
smile. Garet handed the tiny pistol back to Wade, butt first. Then he turned and 
started getting his sleepsack together. They would not go back to sleep at this 
point. It was nearly four in the morning, anyway, Garet judged. “Really, I was 
just coming for water,” Wade added.

“Water’s poisoned,” Garet said as he cinched the sleepsack closed and slung 
it over his shoulder. He started walking west.

Blas moved to follow him. “The poison should gone in about three days,” he 
said. That was a safe margin. It would probably be safe to drink the water by 
mid-afternoon with only a mild headache and nausea. But the two Seekers 
could not wait that long to water up. They had to catch Logan in two days. After 
that, Logan would be in the mountains. Stars help them if he made it that far: 
Ranger Logan seemed to be half mountain goat in rocky terrain.

The sun was hotter than it had been in a week. The storm clouds had burned 
off well before noon and the dry air and reflective sand made the sun’s radiative 
power seem to double. Both Garet and Blas were wearing their “gargles.” They 
had been found about two generations of Rangers ago in an old warehouse 
north of Sand-and-Stone. They were called “gargles” because of the name 
stamped on them: Gargoyles (mis-pronounced by the Rangers as “gargles”). The 
gray lenses blocked a great deal of light and the two Seekers could see further 
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today with the bright sun and dim gargles than they had been able to in days. 
They trudged through the sand and stone like automatons, occasionally taking 
small sips from their canteens.

It was Blas who saw him first. He stopped walking and quickly pulled out the 
one pair of field glasses the two shared. Garet had stopped too, having now 
registered the figure in the distance.

“It’s him,” Blas said after only a few seconds. Garet stared at the figure, his 
hands clenched into fists.

He began to walk again.

Blas quickly put the field glasses away and followed.
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4.

“Damnit, Garet!” Logan snarled. He held his right hand tightly to his right 
cheek, blood seeping between his fingers and his lips. It had been building up to 
this for about three weeks. Garet needed discipline. He was a little too cocky 
and that could cost him his life. Logan had to teach him to respect the world a 
little better. So for the past month he had been pointing out every mistake Garet 
had made. And he’d made Garet pay for each mistake with a well-placed plastic 
bullet. Too late Logan noticed the fury building in the young Seeker.

Garet was good, there was no doubt about that. Logan thought he was 
incredible for someone so young. He had the potential to be the best Ranger 
Logan had ever known—and Logan had known every Ranger. But, for some 
reason Garet did not know how to handle his anger. Logan had tried to teach 
him. But Garet had scoffed at the old Ranger’s moral lessons, carried down from 
a pair of books called The Art of War and Zen Buddhism that Logan often 
brought out in the evenings to read by the fire.

Today had been the final straw for Garet. He had been executing a clear-
sweep of a building with Blas. He had momentarily left his partner uncovered 
and Blas had been shot by another Ranger instructor. As punishment for not 
having covered his partner, Logan pulled his guns and shot Garet in both knees, 
causing him to drop to the ground. But as he fell, Garet unleashed two quick 
shots, both aimed at Logan’s head. One had gone just wide to the right, 
skimming past Logan’s left hear. Logan could hear the wind as it whistled by. The 
second shot had smashed into Logan’s right cheek, breaking the skin both inside 
and outside of his mouth.

It was absolutely forbidden to fire at the head in training. The plastic bullets 
could put out an eye or even kill if the right spot were hit. Logan was furious.

Not as furious as Garet, as it turned out.

Logan holstered his weapons and ran to where Garet lay prone on the 
ground. The big Ranger went to pick him up by his jacket, but with movements 
nearly as fast and sure as Logan’s own, Garet grabbed one of Logan’s legs and 
twisted the knee, causing Logan to howl in pain and drop to the ground.

Garet rolled to the side, coming up into his practiced crouch. His guns were 
also in their holsters. He cursed under his breath, wishing he had real bullets in 
his two massive .454 Casull Magnum revolvers. That would end Logan’s 
badgering in a heartbeat. Garet stood and assumed the First Position.
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Logan also stood in the First Position. “So, Garet,” he said. “Is this the way 
you want to play it?”

Garet said nothing as he moved toward the Ranger.

Logan did not smile. He had not wanted things to come to a head this way. 
He had trained too many Rangers to have let this happen. He thought there must 
be something else. Acting purely on an instinct honed over countless years, 
Logan thought of something to say.

“Does your father look anything like you?” he asked.

Garet stopped moving, momentarily stunned. “My father,” he said slowly, “is 
nothing like me.” He was now within a meter of Logan. He executed a perfect 
strike, a punch to the head that was deflected by Logan’s block, then a powerful 
kick to the knee, which snapped the bone. Logan gritted his teeth and rolled out 
of range. He came to his feet and put at least ninety percent of his weight on his 
good leg. Now he was angry.

“Your father looks like me, doesn’t he, Garet?” Logan said. He had seen a 
photograph of Garet’s father in a file. But he had not registered the resemblance 
then. “Did he also try to discipline you?”

Garet remained calm, despite the boiling feelings inside him. He said 
nothing. He moved again to within striking distance of the big Ranger.

Only three Seekers had challenged their mentors in the centuries-long history 
of the Rangers. All three had failed. All three had been killed by their mentors. It 
was the only acceptable response to such a transgression.

Garet attacked.

Blas, still sucking wind from the bullet he had received right in his solar 
plexus, watched in awe as Garet destroyed Logan’s knee and then went to attack 
again. He noticed that Logan was bleeding from the mouth. Had Garet done 
that as well? He had been watching his partner closely lately, noticing the 
changes that had taken place in him. His proficiency in the Rangers skills was 
multiplying exponentially in the light of Logan’s constant berating. But a 
darkness had swallowed the light in Garet’s blue eyes, and it worried Blas. They 
no longer spoke about the day’s training before going to sleep at night. Garet 
simply bathed, got into bed and fell asleep. If Blas questioned him, he was 
ignored. He probably should have said something to Logan, he thought now as 
he watched the fight between Ranger and Seeker. But out of what he felt was 
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loyalty, he never had.

Garet’s second attack ended the fight. In a flurry of movement, Logan had 
dashed away Garet’s strike, dropped Garet onto the ground, and put him in a 
hold that even Logan would not have been able to get out of. The only way for 
Garet to keep fighting would be to break his own arm and roll to his feet quickly 
enough to gain an advantage. He was not prepared to do that.

Garet’s nose was bloody, his lip bled, his right eye was swelling shut. Logan 
had gotten in perhaps a half dozen strikes before the two of them ended up on 
the ground in Logan’s death-hold.

Now Logan knew what he had to do. He realized he could not change 
Garet’s attitude. He knew past Seekers had challenged their mentors, and the 
only answer was death. He drew out his hunting knife, his expressionless gazed 
focused on Garet’s face. Logan had failed. He felt a sting in his heart like a 
needle. He did not yet know how this would affect him. A sorrow he had not 
known in a long time welled up in him. He lowered the knife toward Garet’s 
throat.

He saw the movement too late and a foot smashed into his face and then his 
hand at almost the same time. As he was knocked back, the nature of his hold 
on Garet caused the arm he was holding to break. Garet cried out in pain. 
Logan fell unconscious. Five Rangers came running from different directions. 
Blas, having attacked his own mentor felt sick to his stomach. He had certainly 
saved Garet’s life—for the moment. But he should not have attacked his mentor. 
Bending over and putting his hands on his knees, he threw up.
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5.

The silence between the two Seekers grew more intense as the distance 
between them and Ranger Logan, now a discernible figure in the hazy evening 
light, grew less with each step. The tension was emanating from Garet. His eyes 
burned with an otherworldly inner light. Blas was now even more certain of 
what would come to pass when they finally encountered their mentor and took 
the final test.

Darkness and exhaustion forced them to stop around four in the morning. 
Blas rolled out his sleepsack and crawled inside. He looked at Garet, who was 
sitting with his legs crossed doing something with his revolvers.

Blas sat up when he realized what his partner was doing.

“Are those live rounds?” he asked, his voice quiet, as though he thought he 
could make the bullets fire if he spoke too loudly.

Garet said nothing. He continued to exchange metal-jacketed .454 shells for 
the plastic training rounds they had carried for the entire Journey so far.

Blas felt uneasy. But there was nothing to be done. He lay back into his 
sleepsack.

“You’re going to die tomorrow,” he said, his eyes closed. It was eerily silent. 
Despite his unease, Garet had pushed too hard today and Blas was exhausted: 
He fell asleep, dreaming fitfully.
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6.

Seeker Blas Trevor walked through the huge oak doors into the Ranger 
Council Chamber. Before him, sitting about a meter each apart, were nine of the 
eldest Rangers, each chosen from among their peers to make the ultimate 
decisions affecting the Ranger Republic. There was not a smiling face in the 
group. A Ranger put his hand on Blas’s shoulder to lead him to the dock. Blas 
jumped and realized that he was terrified. As he was led to the dock he passed 
the enclosed box where he could see his partner, Seeker Garet, sitting up 
properly, his back rigid, his face like stone. Sitting on the opposite side of the 
Chamber was Ranger Logan, the Legend. Only Garet still exhibited the wounds 
of their battle; Logan appeared to be completely healed.

The Council had been convened three days after the confrontation between 
mentor and student. Blas did not know how or why, but he was not being tried 
for striking Logan and saving Garet from Logan’s knife. He believed that Garet 
would be facing Logan a second time today, this time in the traditional 
execution of a student by his mentor. The Ranger mentor was forced to kill his 
student to drive home the failure that the Ranger himself had suffered.

Blas was made to raise his right hand.

“Do you swear by all that is sacred that the words you speak today will be 
only truthful in nature; that you will leave nothing unsaid and that you will make 
no effort to avoid answering any questions?” The voice of the Chief Ranger 
Counsellor boomed around the domed chamber. Blas Trevor felt very small.

“Yes,” Blas said. Then, more strongly, “I swear.”

“Rangers,” the voice boomed again, “proceed.”

For ten agonizing hours Blas had to recount the events from the very 
beginning of his training to the present day. He left nothing out, recounting the 
building of animosity between Ranger Logan and Seeker Garet. Whatever 
loyalty he felt toward his training partner was insignificant in the face of the 
Ranger Council.

“Garet hates Logan,” Blas said as he concluded his testimony. “Logan pushed 
him too hard and now Garet wants to kill him.” Blas stunned himself with his 
words.
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When the sentence was finally read, Blas wanted to cover his hears so that 
he could not hear the death penalty. But he listened and was amazed by what 
he heard.

“Seeker Garet,” the Chief Ranger Counsellor’s voice was no less powerful 
than before. “You will stand.” Blas looked over and saw Garet rise to his feet. 
The Chief Ranger Counsellor turned his gaze to Logan. “Ranger Logan, you will 
stand,” the voice boomed. Logan rose slowly to his full height.

“This is a difficult situation,” the voice began. “An event of this nature has not 
occurred generally in one hundred and fifty years; specifically—and by this I 
mean the survival of a challenging Seeker—it has never happened.” The Chief 
Ranger Counsellor sent a piercing look in Blas’s direction. Blas Trevor cringed 
inwardly. “It is this Council’s opinion and judgement that, seeing as the Seeker 
was sorely beaten but spared his life, he shall continue his training.”

Blas let out an audible sigh of relief and wonder. He looked quickly around 
and saw that no one had noticed.

“However,” the voice continued. “Seeker Garet’s training will be 
augmented.” There was a long pause. Augmented? thought Blas, Garet, and 
Logan at the same moment. “A second Ranger will be brought in to monitor 
Seeker Garet’s progress over the last two years of his training.” There was a quiet, 
rustling whisper that drifted over those present. “If, at the end of Seeker Garet’s 
Journey Trek in two years’ time he has not exhibited improvement in emotional 
behavior, he will face Judgement—to be carried out by Ranger Logan.” The Chief 
Ranger Counsellor raised an antique Colt revolver by the barrel and hammered 
the butt of the pistol onto the hardwood surface of the desk in front of him. 
“Dismissed!”

The room was filled with stunned silence for a moment. Then there was a 
bustle of movement as everyone went about the business of leaving the 
Chamber and getting back to work.

And Garet had improved. He was a lot quieter than he had been, but he 
never made any more attacks on Ranger Logan. All seemed to be progressing 
well towards the Journey Trek. Only Blas Trevor knew that things were still far 
from right. And every day that passed, things seemed to drift a millimeter in the 
wrong direction. Though he didn’t understand it, Blas was watching the self-
destruction of a soul.
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7.

Blas Trevor awoke with the bright sunlight already splashing down on their 
campsite. He was alarmed that he had slept so long, even though he had gone 
to bed well after four in the morning. In the dream that had awakened him he, 
Garet and Logan had been standing in a triangle. Blas knew they were going to 
pull their guns and fire, but he also knew that he had to choose whom to shoot. 
Should he shoot Logan and save his deranged partner? Or, knowing what he 
knew, should he shoot his partner and save the sane world? He looked over at 
Garet’s sleepsack. It was zipped closed and absolutely still.

“Garet,” Blas said. “It’s damn late. We’ve got to move.” There was no 
response from Garet. Blas stood and walked over to Garet’s sleepsack. He 
kicked it gently with his booted foot. The sack was filled with something soft. In 
a panic, Blas reached down and yanked on the zipper. Inside the sleepsack was 
an assortment of desert plants and tumbleweed. Blas stood up straight and stared 
into the distance. He could see nothing that would indicate a walking figure. He 
turned to his left to pick up his things and caught some movement from the 
corner of his eye. It looked like a gray Ranger hat, dipping just out of sight 
directly south of the campsite, maybe a few hundred meters away. Leaving all 
their gear, Blas began to jog south dressed only as the Ranger he would soon 
become: Gray hat, khaki shirt and trousers, brown desert boots, two six guns 
and a tanto fighting knife.

He had not realized in the dark that they had entered a series of dried river 
beds. He picked up Garet’s tracks easily enough after having gone about half 
way to where he had seen the disappearing hat. He wondered why Garet was 
going this way. Had he seen something? Or heard something, maybe? Why had 
he gone alone, without taking his partner? His tracks indicated that he had been 
moving very slowly. There was nothing that an ordinary observer would have 
noticed. Blas and Garet had been trained to leave certain signs so that another 
Ranger could find them if need be. They performed this subconsciously, leaving 
a Ranger trail wherever they went.

Blas got to the first river bed. When he had clambered down to the bottom, 
he saw that Garet’s tracks went east. He decided to go west just a little way to 
make sure there was nothing there. he didn’t know why he decided to do that, 
but his sixth sense was in full gear. He was a little edgy, he admitted to himself.

Two hundred meters west of where he had entered the river bed, Blas found 
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a mark. It alarmed him, setting the hairs on his neck on end. The tiny mark he 
found was left by a Ranger. Had Logan doubled back? Had he seen the two 
Seekers the day before and come back to ambush them? If they could see him, 
certainly he saw them too. Now a real alarm went off in Blas’s mind, causing 
him to go weak in the knees. He had only one thought: Garet!

He sprinted east through the river bed until he found the spot where he had 
come down. He had to slow up a little now to follow the tracks. He didn’t want 
to run past a point where Garet may have left the river bed. He distinctly noticed 
two separate sets of markings now. He was glad he had slowed when he saw 
that Garet had turned down a narrow river bed that led southward. The narrow 
gully twisted at forty-five degrees every twenty meters, so Blas could not see 
ahead at all. He drew his right-hand gun and moved quietly forward.

The sonic boom of Garet’s pistol shattered Blas’s nerves. He sprinted forward, 
crashing into an open bowl about fifty meters across. He saw Garet hiding 
behind a large boulder to the left of the center of the bowl. Blas’s gaze went in 
the direction from which Garet was taking cover. There stood Ranger Logan, the 
Legend.

Logan was half hiding in another river bed that continued south. He spotted 
Blas and risked a shot. Blas moved quickly, but was caught in the right shoulder. 
He spun with the impact from the plastic bullet and turned the hit into a 
controlled roll. He came up into a crouch and fired both guns, having drawn his 
left-hand pistol during the roll. Logan disappeared behind a wall of sandy cloud.

Garet spun and looked at his partner. His eyes registered no recognition. Blas 
had just enough time to realize what was happening. Baring his teeth in a devil’s 
grin, Garet fired at Blas. The shot hit Blas directly in the ribs on his right side. It 
would have hit his heart, but his Ranger training had taken over and he had 
begun another roll. The roll was only partially completed and Blas sprawled out 
on his stomach, much as he had during those days of unsuccessful training in 
Sand-and-Stone. He couldn’t breathe. He lay with his cheek on the warm sand, 
staring at Garet.

Garet looked surprised. He had thought that Logan had somehow gotten 
around behind him when he heard the gunshots. He had spun around and seen 
the Ranger crouched low. The shadow from the gray Ranger hat had made the 
face hard to see and Garet had simply fired before he realized that the Ranger 
he was now seeing was his partner, Blas Trevor. For a moment Garet stopped 
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thinking about Ranger Logan.

“Blas?” Garet whispered. Blas’s eyes were open, but he wasn’t breathing. 
There was a lot of blood on the side facing Garet. “Blas?” he whispered again. 
He did not hear the big Ranger rushing him from the river bed.

Blas finally gasped a lungful of air. He had seen Logan running from the river 
bed and he had to warn his partner. He tried to yell, but was only able to croak 
a barely audible whisper. He watched in horror as Logan sprang over the 
boulder, crashing down onto Garet’s back with both feet.

Garet lost both his guns, but snapped back to reality quickly enough to roll 
away from the big hunting knife that dug into the sand where he had been only 
moments before. He retrieved one of his big guns in the roll and rolled a second 
time to get some distance. Coming up low he fired a shot right into Logan’s 
chest. The force of the huge .454 round drove Logan back into the boulder. He 
lost his feet and slumped to the ground, a red welling of blood appearing in the 
lower part of his shirt. Garet remained absolutely still. Taking careful aim, he 
fired another shot, this one right into Logan’s heart. Another bright red spot 
welled up, soon bringing the redness into one large abstract pattern. Logan’s 
eyes blinked, but remained open.

Garet turned to his partner. He was horrified that he had shot him. He held 
nothing against his Seeker mate. He bent down and realized that Blas was 
breathing.

“I’m so sorry, Blas,” he said. He rested his hand on Blas’s shoulder.

“Okay,” Blas gasped. “Logan…dead?” he asked.

Garet nodded his head slowly.

“Guess…we’re…Rangers,” Blas said, managing a weak smile. Then his eyes 
grew wide. Garet thought at first that Blas was dying, but too late realized that 
Blas was looking in the direction of the boulder, where Logan lay dead. Garet 
spun around in time to get the Ranger’s big hunting knife in his right lung.

Garet tossed up his hand, causing Logan to loose his grip on the knife. 
Clambering away, the knife hilt hanging obscenely from his chest, Garet tried to 
get to his feet. But he felt unsteady. He realized that he was bleeding badly 
inside. He lay on his back, staring down the length of his body at the 
approaching Ranger. Logan had a sad look on his face. The front of his shirt was 
drenched with blood, but he did not show any signs of physical weakness. He 
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was holding one of Garet’s pistols loosely in his right hand.

Garet couldn’t move. He lay perfectly still, his breath coming in ragged 
gasps. The sound of his breathing was soon mingled with a quiet gurgle in the 
back of his throat.

Ranger Logan knelt over the eighteen year-old Seeker. He felt in his whole 
being the failure of this moment. He knew that he would leave the life of a 
Ranger now. Perhaps it had been a bad idea to have tried to mingle with mortals 
for so long. The age had seemed ripe for him, his sister and six brothers. But they 
had warned him against it, deciding to remain asleep. Perhaps they had been 
right.

“How?” Garet mumbled. “You’re…alive?” He coughed and scarlet sprinkled 
back down onto his face and lips.

“I am not like you, Garet,” Logan said. “I am…very old.” He looked down 
into Garet’s eyes. The young Seeker was dying. Nothing could stop it now. 
“Thousands of years ago, before the Great War, before other great wars, before 
civilization, I was brought to life by the gods.” Logan paused, not sure how to 
continue. “There were nine of us,” he said. “We are…immortals. We….” He 
didn’t know quite what to say. He had never told the story to a mortal human 
before. “I guess…” he began. Then he looked at Garet’s face again. The young 
Seeker was dead, his eyes glazed. For the first time in centuries, water welled up 
in Logan’s eyes and two single tears rolled down the old man’s face. “I didn’t 
even tell you my real name,” he said softly. He sighed, and when he did, he 
shuddered. He let the tremble wash through him, then calmed himself. He 
turned and saw that Blas was still alive. Blas would make a good Ranger. 
Perhaps there was a way to make this partially right. He stood and walked over 
to the other Seeker.

Blas watched and listened as Logan spoke to Garet. He was confused by 
what his mentor had said. Then he realized that Garet was dead. He watched as 
the Ranger walked toward him. He was afraid that he too would be killed. But 
Ranger Logan merely scooped Blas up into his arms.

“Garet?” Blas managed to say.

Logan did not say anything. He looked at the sky, his gaze one of steel. Blas 
stirred in his arms.

“Be still,” Logan said.
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“Am I dying?” Blas rasped.

“No,” Logan said, a sad, soft smile playing across his mouth. “You’re a 
Ranger.” As Blas Trevor drifted into unconsciousness, Ranger Logan, the Legend, 
turned southeast and began to walk.
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